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Tools and measuring instruments for the construction of the SOFIE
receiver
The following tools are needed for the construction of the SOFIE receiver
1.
2.
3.

Small precision mechanic’s or watchmaker's screwdriver
Phillips screwdriver for attaching the PCB on the casing
Temperature controlled soldering station with a fine tip
Temperature should be set between 360 ° and 380° Celsius
Solder with integrated flux (lead free solder wire) diameter 0,5cm. Usually the
integrated flux is enough.
Diagonal cutters or pruner to cut excess wire ends.
Pin adjuster tool to evenly adjust the ports of integrated circuits.
Bending aid to angle the resistors.
Digital multimeter for voltage - electricity - and resistance measurement
Small tweezers or flat-nosed pliers.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Testing equipment
•
•
•

Computer with built-in soundcard (192kbps/24 Bit)
Windows XP/7
Software “Spectrum Lab” - Software Tool on included CD or on the Project-Website 1
and the FTP-Server 2

Optional
•
•

Signal generator
Oscilloscope

Auxiliary tools
•
•
•
•

1
2

Small vice or card cage
Vacuum desoldering pump
Magnifying glass or lighted table magnifying glass.
Flame-resistant antistatic soldering underlay

http://www.projectlab-neustrelitz.de/sofie/eng/public.php
ftp://80.153.159.114/
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Soldering and desoldering of components
The PCB is tin plated around the (PADs), so you only need a small amount of solder to make a
good, conductive connection.
Fill the PADs with solder so that they’re just full. Too much solder can cause unwanted solder
bridges.
TIP:
 First warm the port on the module and then the solder pad on the PCB

The Solder Joint
Make sure that the solder points are clean and free of pearls. Spherical solder points are the first
sign of a Cold Solder Point; a badly conducting connection. It can be removed with the vacuum
desoldering pump.

The Soldering Iron
Keep your soldering tip clean. Continuously clean it by wiping it on a slightly wet sponge which
removes excess solder and sedimentations.
The tip of the solder should always look shiny. Black soldering tips are a sign that the
temperature is too high and burning flux is causing unwanted sedimentations.

The Circuit Board (PCB)
The conductor tracks on the PCB are copper plated on both sides. This way all PADs are plated
through.
Because of this, try to avoid malpositioning components, especially resistors.
Removing any soldered components is difficult and requires extra care to make sure the
conductor tracks on the PCB aren't damaged by too much heat and mechanical strain.
It's safer to cut the connections of the malpositioned component with a diagonal cutter, then
heat it and remove it from the PCB with a pair of tweezers. The component needs to be
replaced with a new one.
Safety Announcement

➢ Keep your workspace well ventilated.
➢ Only used lead free solder.
➢ Electrical components can contain poisonous parts. Therefor wash your hands after
soldering.

➢ Never leave a turned on soldering station unattended. Fire danger!
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Building instructions
These instructions will make the construction and commissioning of the SOFIE receiver possible.
Follow the instructions step by step so the commissioning will be successful.
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Equipping VLF_RX PCB
Equip and solder the PCB with resistors in the following order.
After soldering, cut excess wires with a diagonal cutter. Short connections at the circuit sockets,
measuring points, receptacle contacts etc. aren't cut.
For better orientations, tick every step on the list below.
Resistors should be measured and compared to the list of materials before using them.
Equipping and soldering the resistors
R35

22

R36

22

R27

51

R26

470

R20

1k

R21

1k

R22

1k

R23

1k

R24

1k

R25

1k

R1

2k

R16

4,7k

R17

4,7k

R18

4,7k

R3

10k

R4

10k

R5

10k

R6

10k

R7

10k
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R8

10k

R9

10k

R10

10k

R11

10k

R12

10k

R13

10k

R14

10k

R15

10k

R41

20k

R33

22k

R34

22k

R46

30k1

R29

39k

R42

47k

R43

47k

R45

90k9

R28

100k

R2

200k

R31

470k

R32

470k

R37

1M

R38

1M

R39

1M

R40

1M
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Equipping and soldering the diodes
Pay attention to polarity!
Both on the PCB and the diode, the cathode is marked with a small line.
D2

IN4148

small glass diode

D3

IN4148

small glass diode

D4

IN4007

D5

IN4007

D6

IN4007

Equipping and soldering the circuit sockets
The circuit sockets have a mark which should be matched to the PCB imprint.
N1

8 pole precision sockets

N2

8 pole precision sockets

N3

8 pole precision sockets

N4

8 pole precision sockets

N5

8 pole precision sockets

N6

8 pole precision sockets

Equipping and soldering the capacitor
C16

6,8pF - ceramic capacitor

C19

22pF – ceramic capacitor

C17

1nF – ceramic capacitor

C1

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C2

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C3

100nF – ceramic capacitor
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C4

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C5

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C6

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C7

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C8

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C9

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C10

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C13

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C14

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C15

100nF – ceramic capacitor

C11

100nF – film capacitor MKS 2

C12

100nF –film capacitor MKS 2

C25

1nF – film capacitor MKS 4
raster-junction 7,5mm

Equipping and soldering the trimmer resistors
R30

100k – Trimpots horizontal

R19

200k – Trimpots horizontal

R44

1k – Trimpots vertical
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Equipping and soldering the transistors
Pay attention to polarity!
The contour of the transistors (top view) has to match the imprint on the PCB. Try to place the
component as straight as possible.
First solder one connection, and then adjust the component before soldering the remaining
connections.
T1

BC 547C

NPN Transistor

T2

BC 547C

NPN Transistor

T4

BC 547C

NPN Transistor

T3

BC 547C

PNP Transistor

Equipping and soldering the socket contacts
(2 rows - 10pole und 6pole)
The socket contacts have to be straight on the PCB.
Make sure that the plastic casing lies evenly on the PCB.

X1

Precision socket

5 x 2 contacts

X2

Precision socket

3 x 2 contacts

Equipping and soldering of the 2-pole Wire-Wrap pin contacts
The pin contacts serve the purpose of holding the bridges (Jumper) and the connectors for the
LEDs. Try placing the component as straight as you can.
Please insert the shorter side of the pins into the PCB!
Holding the pin contact with attached jumper makes adjusting and soldering easier.
JP1

Pin contact

2-pole

JP2

Pin contact

2-pole

JP3

Pin contact

2-pole

JP4

Pin contact

2-pole
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D1

Pin contact

2-pole

D7

Pin contact

2-pole for LED

D8

Pin contact

2-pole for LED

Equipping and soldering the Power supply socket
J5

Power supply
socket

for power supply through
AC adapter

Equipping and soldering the BNC antenna input socket
BNC

Printsocket BNC

Equipping and soldering the soldering nails
TIP:
 Hold the pin contact with a small piece of metal from the other side while soldering
as it gets very hot.
+5V

Measuring point

1mm Measuring point

-5V

Measuring point

1mm Measuring point

MP3

Measuring point

1mm Measuring point

MP4

Measuring point

1mm Measuring point

GND

Measuring point

1mm Measuring point

GND

Measuring point

1mm Measuring point

MP7

Measuring point

1mm Measuring point

Equipping and soldering the solder lugs
J1

solder lug contact

1,5mm

J2

solder lug contact

1,5mm

J3

solder lug contact

1,5mm

J4

solder lug contact

1,5mm
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Equipping and soldering the glow lamp
GL1

Glow lamp

Equipping and soldering the electrolyte- capacitor
Pay attention to polarity!
On the casing of the electrolyte- capacitor you will find a mark, in most cases a minus symbol
which marks the negative pole. On the PCB the positive pole is marked. Be careful to place the
component accordingly!

C23

47µF/16V

Raster 2,0mm

C24

47µF/16V

Raster 2,0mm

C18

470µF/16V

Raster 5,0mm – won’t be
soldered at this point

C21

1000µF/16V

Raster 5,0mm

C22

1000µF/16V

Raster 5,0mm

C20

2200µF/16V

Raster 7,5mm

Equipping the PCB is now finished. Safety check of the PCB:
Check the PCB is fully equipped and control the soldering!

The bridges (Jumper) and circuits are not to be set in yet!
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Equipping VLF-Filter PCB
Equip and solder the resistors in the following order.
After soldering, cut excess connections with a diagonal cutter. Short connections at the circuit
sockets, measuring points, receptacle contacts etc. aren't cut.
For better orientations, tick every step on the list below.
Equipping and soldering the resistors
R4A

82k

R4B

82k

R1A

270k

R1B

270k

R2A1

180k

R2B1

180k

R2A2

180k

R2B2

180k

R3A

620k

R3B

620k

Equipping and soldering the circuit sockets
IC1

Precision socket

Equipping and soldering the ceramic capacitor
C1

100nF

C2

100nF

C5

100nF
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20-pole

Equipping and soldering of the 2-pole Wire-Wrap pin contacts
The pin contacts serve the purpose of holding the bridges (Jumper) and the connectors for the
LEDs. Try placing the component as straight as you can.
Please insert the shorter side of the pins into the PCB!
Holding the pin contact with attached jumper makes adjusting and soldering easier.
JP100

Pin contact

2-pole

Equipping and soldering the soldering nails
TIP:
 Hold the pin contact with a small piece of metal from the other side while soldering
as it gets very hot.
MP100

Pin contact

1mm

MP101

Pin contact

1mm

MP102

Pin contact

1mm

GND

Pin contact

1mm

Equipping and soldering the trimmer resistors
R2B3

10k – Trimpots vertical

R2B3

10k – Trimpots vertical

Equipping and soldering the electrolyte-capacitators
Pay attention to polarity!
On the casing of the electrolyte-capacitators you'll find a mark, in most cases a minus symbol
which marks the negative pole. On the PCB the positive pole is marked. Be careful to place the
component accordingly!
C3

4,7µF/16V

Raster 2,0mm

C4

4,7µF/16V

Raster 2,0mm
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Equipping and soldering of the 2-pole Wire-Wrap pin contacts
CAREFUL!
The pin contact is set in on the soldering site of the PCB and soldered on the components side!
Please insert the shorter side of the pins into the PCB!
X100

Pin contact

2-rows – 10-pole

Equipping the OCB is now finished. Safety check of the PCB:
Check the PCB is fully equipped and control the soldering!

The bridges (Jumper) and circuits are not to be set in yet!
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Making connection cables
Connection cables LEDs
You will need the 3 included 2 pole socket contact cables.

Figure 1 LEDs

Cut the cables to 10cm including socket contacts. You will need the leftover parts later!
Strip, drill and tin 5-6mm of the cable ends

Cut shrinking tube to about 2cm and push it onto cable end. Push it until the
socket contact. That way you avoid the shrinking process beginning to soon in the
following step

Solder the LEDs

The longer port of the LED is the Anode!

Cut the shorter port (Cathode) to about 1cm from the LED element.

Take one cable end from the prepared cable and solder the cathode port.
.
It's helpful to use a small vice or Third Hand.
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Remember the color of the cable end and write it down here:

Now cut the anode port to the same measurements as the cathode.
Solder the free cable end.
Pull the shrinking tubes over both solders and briefly heat it with a lighter.

Repeat these steps until all 3 LEDs are equipped with a connection cable.
NF Cable
The cable is used for the connection to the soundcard of the PC (from the leftover cable ends –
length 20cm).

Figure 2 NF Cable

Strip, drill, and tin 8-10mm on both sides of the cables.
Solder 2 cable ends onto the included NF socket contact.

Use a different color for every cable end.
Set digital multimeter to Continuity test.
Plug included 3.5mm jack cable into socket contact and do continuity test to find out which
contact is the signal routing one
Pin assignment on the included 3.5mm jack cable
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Solder the cable end onto that cable on the NF socket contact. Remember the color of the cable
and write it down here:

solder ground/GND port

Manufacturing the connection cable from the receiver board to the ARDUINO BOARD
This 2 pole cable is also made from the leftover ends (length 10cm).
You will need the 4-pole 90°-degree-angled Wire-Wrap-pin contact.

Figure 3 Connection Cable from the receiver board to the ARDUINO

Strip, drill, and tin 8-10mm of the leftover cable ends
Solder the cable end onto the plug contact like shown in the photo.

Figure 4 GND Cable right

Cut 2 pieces of shrink tube to about 2cm, push them over the solder on the plug
contact and heat it.
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Building a loop antenna
This section gives ideas for building an antenna for this receiver.
Of course you can also use different loop antennas. These building instructions are merely for
orientation. You can find many ideas and instructions on the Internet.

Figure 5 Schemata for a loop antenna

Figure 6 Example for a loop antenna

Hints:
The antenna shouldn't come under the frame dimensions 4 x 0.8 meters.
Avoid metals near the antenna loop.
Plastic or wood are good materials to carry the antenna loop.
The SOFIE receiver antenna input is a BNC socket contact
The loop antenna is a 180° H-field antenna, a magnetic antenna that needs to be
aligned with the sender.
 Do not use a long wire antenna (E-field antenna)
 Every angle of the cross has to be 90°!
 A litz wire with a profile smaller than AWG22 3 shouldn’t be used.






3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Wire_Gauge
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The antenna in the Figure 6 is a loop antenna with the frame dimensions 4 x 1.0 meter. It's very
easy to build.
All you need is a cross made from two110cm long plastic - or wood profiles. On each of the
ends an incision of 10mm width and 50mm depth is made to put the wire loops through. Both
pieces are firmly connected in the middle. In the shown example this is done with a M10 screw.
The number of loops is 50. From the circumference 1 x 4 meters (of side length) the loop length
can be calculated as 4 meter per loop. Add extra length for connections and increasing loop
length and the total length of the flexes should be 210 meters. If that length isn't available in
one piece you can also solder flexes together.
(4 ∗ 1𝑚𝑚) ∗ 50 + 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

At least 1m of the flex should be secured onto the carrier with tape at the beginning of the coil
for attaching the 50-ohm coaxial cable later. It is used for further connection of the 50 Ohm
coaxial cable.
After winding the coil, secure the end with a piece of tape. Add about 1 meter for the
connection and cut. Now secure the coil with zip ties every 10 to 15cm.
Lastly solder a 50-ohm coaxial cable to the coil; assign a BNC plug on the other end of the cable
and the antenna is finished.
TIP:
 This is best done in twos.
 Make sure the loops are tightly wound. If they're too lightly secured, the coil will start to
sag and lose stability.
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Commissioning of the receiver
To begin commissioning the receiver the following requirements have to be fulfilled:
Fully equipped VLF_RX PCB
Fully equipped VLF_Filter
Fully assembled cables
Computer (Windows XP/7) with sound card (as described above in list of materials)
and software Spectrum Lab installed
Loop antenna for reception on the VLF transmitter

Commission the receiver as follows.
Put the VLF_RX on a table so that the components description is visible.
Make sure there are no conductive materials under the module!
Make sure that no foreign object can fall onto the module during
commissioning!

Commissioning the power supply unit on the PCB
This unit is located within the border on the VLF_RX PCB.
Take the included power adapter from the packaging and attach the 6mm socket
contact to the connector so that the middle contact is the “+“-pole. There is a
mark on the connector as well as the 6mm socket contact
There is dial with an arrow on the underside of the power adapter.
Move the arrow to the 12 volt mark with a fitting screwdriver. The output voltage
of the power adapter is now at 12V DC voltage.
Connect the power adapter with a socket and use a digital multimeter to check
that voltage and polarity are correctly set at 12V +/- 0,5 Volt.
Insert N6 circuit into precision socket. Adjust connection PINs, if possible with a
PIN aligner tool

Avoid unnecessarily touching the circuit as static discharge can
destroy it!
The dot on the circuit marks Pin 1.
Make sure the circuit is inserted correctly. Incorrect installation
can destroy the component!
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Measuring the power supply voltage
Measure the power supply voltage using a digital multimeter set to voltage measurement.
Make sure the measuring leads are plugged in with correct polarity.
Fill in the measured values:
Measure between +5V and GND measuring
point. It must be between 4,7 and 5,6V
Measure between -5V and GND measuring
point. It must be between -4,7 and -5,6V
Measure the open circuit voltage!
It will drop again by 0.2-0.6V after completion of all integrated circuits. Should the voltage not
be within the values or if there is no voltage, the error must first be found and corrected.
 The error can only be caused by the power supply unit or the power adapter.

Checking the power supply voltage at the integrated circuits
For this put the probe tip ( - ) on GND pin contact and touch the listed Pins on the circuit sockets
with the other probe tip (+).
N1

Pin8

+5V

N1

Pin4

-5V

N2

Pin8

+5V

N2

Pin4

-5V

N3

Pin8

+5V

N3

Pin4

-5V

N4

Pin8

+5V

N4

Pin4

-5V

N5

Pin8

+5V

N5

Pin4

-5V

Connect LEDs
Pay attention to polarity!
If an LED doesn't light up, turn over the socket contact.
D7

yellow LED put on pin contact

D8

yellow LED put on pin contact

Both LEDs light up.
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Connect Filter-PCB

Power supply in the module is checked and in order.
Remove power adapter from socket.
Mounting the spacer for attaching the VLF_Filter PCB
Mount 10mm spacer onto VLF_RX PCB with an M3 screw. Placement of mounting
holes follows the ones on the VLF_Filter PCB.
Mounting the VLF_Filter PCB onto socket contact X1
Plug on VLF_Filter PCB and fasten with M3 screw or serrated lock washer.
Attach VLF-RX circuits precision sockets.
Adjust connection PINs, if possible with a PIN aligner tool.
Avoid unnecessarily touching the circuit as static discharge can
destroy it! The dot on the circuit marks Pin 1.
Make sure the circuit is inserted correctly. Incorrect installation
can destroy the component!

N1

TLE 2082

DIP8

N2

TLE 2082

DIP8

N3

TL 082

DIP8

N4

TL 082

DIP8

N5

TL 082

DIP8

Checking the power supply voltage at the VLF-Filter
Tested were the VLF-RX PCB and the power supply to the VLF-Filter PCB.
Connect power adapter with module and plug into socket.
Fill in the measured values:
Measure between +5V and GND measuring
point. It must be between 4,7 and 5,6V
Measure between -5V and GND measuring
point. It must be between -4,7 and -5,6V
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Measuring operating voltage
For this the probe tip (-)remains at GND measuring point while the other probe tip(+) is used to
touch the PINs on the precision socket.
IC1

PIN20

+5V

IC1

Pin12

-5V

IC1

Pin9

-5V

IC1

Pin11

-5V

Remove power adapter from socket
Attaching the VLF-Filter to precision socket.
Adjust PINs if possible with a PIN-aligner tool. The dot on the circuit marks Pin 1.
Avoid unnecessarily touching the circuit as static discharge can
destroy it!
Make sure the circuit is attached correctly!
IC1

MAX275

DIP 20

Connect power adapter with module and plug into socket.
Fill in the measured values:
Measure between +5V and GND measuring
point. It must be between 4,7 and 5,6V
Measure between -5V and GND measuring
point. It must be between -4,7 and -5,6V

Testing operating voltage of VLF-RX and VLF-Filter-PCB including all operating voltages of
integrated circuits is now complete.
Remove the power adapter from the socket
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VLF-Filter-Adjustment
In the next step the frequency filter of the VLF-Filter-PCB has to be carefully adjusted.
Adjustment is done without connecting the antenna.
In the following we use the freeware „SpectrumLab“ , to adjust the filter for 22,1kHz, the
frequency of the station in Skelton (GQD 4 - Locator: IO84nr) in Great Britain. The software can
be found on the SOFIE-Project-Site 5.

Solder the cable ends of the NF socket to the measuring points
MP101

Signal

NF-Socket

GND

Ground/GND

NF-Socket

Connecting computer to filter module
Plug one end of the included jack cable into the LINE IN socket of the sound card
Plug the other end into the NF socket on the filter.

Do not use the soundcards microphone input as it's very sensitive
to high input signal level.
The port could be destroyed!
Newer soundcards especially in notebooks have a combined
microphone/ LINE IN port.
You can find tips for this in the instructions for the soundcard or
computer.

Make sure no bridges (Jumper) are on neither PCB.
Connect power adapter with module and plug into socket.

Let the receiver run for about 30 minutes until self-heating of the module is stable. Meanwhile
you can install and run Spectrum Lab.
After the start of SpectrumLab load the file called SOFIE_Spec.usr. This file is also available on
the project webpage.
A spectrum window will open and you will see the current VLF_filter curve (Figure 7).

4
5

https://www.google.com/maps?ll=54.731798839487,-2.8830332689367&z=14&t=h
http://www.projectlab-neustrelitz.de/sofie/eng/public.php
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Figure 7 SpectrumLab after loading the configuration file

At the end of the light blue line on top of the window you can see the call signs of the VLFtransmitters.
The lower axis is the frequency scale (in Hertz). In the upper left hand corner you can change the
display range.
The marks visible left and right on the spectrum show the limits of the VLF-filter.
Using a screwdriver carefully adjust the trimmer resistor R2A3 to the receiving
frequency.
The receiving frequency is 22.1 kHz = 22100 Hz.
Now open the file VLF_Filter_Test.usr by clicking „File“  „Load Settings From“
Another spectrum window will open. It enables a precise adjustment of the filter. Using a
screwdriver on the trimmer resistor carefully adjust the filter curve to the frequency mark 22.1
kHz.
 Repeat this step until the curve is precisely set on the receiving frequency Should there be problems with adjusting the frequency, check the resistors R2A1,
R2A2, and R2B1, R2B2.

Figure 8 Precise adjusted filter frequency

Remove the NF socket from the soundcard and solder the signal-carrying wire
from measuring point MP 101 to filter output measuring point MP102.
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Install Jumper 100 and VLF-filter PCB
Using a screwdriver on trimmer resistor R2B3 carefully adjust the filter curve to
receiving frequency.
Make sure that trimmer resistor R2A3 is not further adjusted after this point!!!
Remove power adapter from socket and remove sound card from NF socket.
Desolder the NF socket cables from MP102 and GND and solder them respectively
to the positions NF OUT (signal) and GND (ground)on the VLF-RX PCB.
Check the color of the signal-carrying wire to avoid mixing up both cables.

The VLF-filter is now adjusted.
Do not adjust trimmer resistors R2A3 and R2B3 any further.
Otherwise you will have to repeat the whole section
VLF-Filter-Adjustment!
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Initialization and calibration of the receiver
This procedure describes the calibration of the VLF-RX board.
This signal is used for analysis with the computer.
Adjusting the antenna to the VLF transmitter
For this plug the antenna into the BNC input.
The D1-LED should flash up red.
Attach the pin contact.
Choose a location for the antenna, as far away from broadband radiators like
electrical distribution systems, computers and motors as possible.
The computer should be about 5m away from the antenna.
Install Jumpers JP1 and JP2.
Plug in power adapter and create power supply.
Plug in the NF cable and create the connection to the sound card input.
Run SpectrumLab.
After booting up and going to menu: „File“  „Load Settings From“ load
configuration file SOFIE_Spec.usr.
Adjust trimmer resistor ANTgain until red LED lights bright up. The antenna signal
amplifying is now highest. On the spectrum you will now see the signal of
receivable VLF transmitters. If the spectrum is outside the display window you can
follow it with the arrow keys.

Figure 9 VLF-transmitter spectrum
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Adjust the antenna to the highest signal level.
Pay attention to the reception frequency.
The cascade diagram under the spectrum compares intensities and provides
further assistance.
Do not change the position of the antenna after this point.
Offset- or zero voltage adjustment.
For this you will need a digital multimeter.
Set measuring range to lowest for DC voltage measurement.
Measure between MP7 and GND and set trimmer resistor R44 to 0 volt.
With a screwdriver adjust the amplifying at the trimmer resistor ANTgain until the
red LED goes out (turn left).
Then turn right again until the LED irregularly flickers a bit.
With a screwdriver adjust trimmer resistor Preamp gain to middle position.
Each of the end positions makes itself known with a clicking sound. The total
range is 20 rotations. Remember the position and by rotating 10 times from either
the right or the left limit move the trimmer to middle position.
Worst case: adjustment using a digital multimeter (use resistance measurement)
directly at the trimmer resistor to adjust it to 50KOhm.
Adjusting the output gain for the analogue to digital converter output by
attaching jumpers JP3 and JP4. Use a digital multimeter.
Choose DC voltage measurement.
Measure the voltage between MP3 and GND.
If the voltage is lower than 1260 mV



attach JP3 and JP4

If the voltage is lower than 1024 mV



attach JP4

If the voltage is lower than 409 mV



attach JP3

Should be voltage be higher than 1260mV it needs to be reduced to a value below 1260 mV by
adjusting trimmer resistor Preamp gain (turn left). Then attach JP3 and JP4.
C18

470µF/16Vl

pitch5.0mm is now soldered

Before that cut off power supply!
C18, R41 and R29 form a lowpass (average filter).
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Mounting the components in the casing

Figure 10 Inside of the SOFIE-RX

Screw 4 piece nylon fixing domes into the lower shell of the casing using
4x2,2mm metal screws.
There are 4 holes in the lower shell. The nylo fixing domes are used to hold the
ARDUINO UNO board.
Slide front- and back plate in the intended receptacle. Point rectangular millings in
the back plate in direction of fixing domes
Building in receiving module.
Push BNC socket through back plate, adjust and mount using a screwdriver and
4x2.9mm metal screws. Fix BNC socket on the back plate using a serrated lock
washer and hexagon nut. Don't tighten too much; otherwise the back plate will
bend too much.
Check whether the hollow plug contact of the power adapter fits through the
back plate into the power socket on the receiver module. If needed loosen the
receiver board and adjust.
Solder ready-made transmission cable from receiver board to ARDUINO UNO
board to solder lugs marks ACD.
Signal (red) and GND (black).
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Push ARDUINO UNO board with attached Ethernet Shield through back plate and
with light push onto nylon fixing domes with light pressure. The ARDUINO UNO
board is pre-programmed and does not need any further adjustment.
Push NF socket into provided drillings on the front plate and mount using knurled
nut. Use small pliers to carefully tighten.
From the outside, put 3 LED holders into provided drillings in the front plate. Then
from the inside push the LEDs into holders with light pressure until they lock.
Creating connection between ADC output with ARDUINO UNO board.
The contact strip on the ARDUINO BOARD is divided into two segments. The angled plug
contact is placed over both segments so that the contact with the red connection cable (SIG) is
plugged into the input labeled A0. The GND contact from the receiver board will then also be
plugged into the GND contact of the ARDUINO UNO board (Figure 11).

Figure 11 Plug connection of the Arduino

Put upper shell onto lower shell and close casing using a screwdriver. Attach case
feet.

The SOFIE receiver is now finished.
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Closing remarks
The final calibration of the receiver takes several days. Check on the receiver daily around noon.
You can observe the current voltage value in the XY diagram of the SOFIE software. It should be
adjusted to around 1.5 Volt.
For this, adjust the Preamp gain trimmer resistor.
When looking from the backside, it's the trimmer resistor on the left side of the BNC antenna
socket. If the voltage is too low, rotate right to increase amplifying.
If the voltage is too high, rotate left.
The red LED should only lightly flicker, as described previously. This should also be made sure
daily around noon.
If necessary, first correct with ANT gain trimmer resistor, on the right side of the BNC antenna
socket, before adjusting anything on the Preamp gain trimmer resistor.
Calibration is not possible at night time. The voltage can even surpass the 4.095 V of maximum
input for the analogue-digital-converter. In that case the red LED might light up completely. This
state can be neglected as flare detection is only possible during day light
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